
                                 SELF DRIVE YOUR LIFE (BY MINDED SPiRIT) 

                                              

The 3 things which will help you to get your own life are your own way. Then you can take your 
life to any label where you want ! 

Self Drive:-  

Means you will aware of your life that what we do? Why we do? As of now your life is not in you 
control. You have  sadness ,anger, tension , every unsuitable situation is worried you. Because you 
all are seeing outside of your world   to drive your self.  

Thats why your happiness depends up on outside of you . bcz at the max time what you are doing 
things in your life that is not in our control . when you will take control of your action ,thoughts 
and the what you are doing things then your thoughts will come in perfect actions and good 
results . so when result is good then you are happy all the time. 

 

Lets talk about a example :- your car is on road and you are driving to your destination. If the same 
time if you do not know where your going and how to get there you will miss the route . if in the 
same  time you got your route map , and full of fuels for car and a good condition car you can 
easily get there happily by enjoying the root. 

Our body is our car , when your body is healthy with proper strength and route is your thinking is 
mind and intellect . then you can get every think you want in your life.  

 

By the time when you are peaceful then you can able to think what you want to do ? why you 
want to do ? 

So now we found 3 things to be done . and to make strength enough to face the world for what 
you want.. 

 

1) Intellect  
2) Mind 
3) Body  

AS you can see here  

 

 

 

 



 

 

These are 3 things which is connected  luckily or unluckily each other so lets go dipper to this 
picture. 

 

YOU (the Self):- this is the highest personality of yours . that is you. As you are telling i am your 
name .  the self is not your name . the word “i am “ is your true self. 

As you are a human being you  have all rights to have your free will , which will 1st mainfaiest as a 
thought.  

Which you actually want to do from depth of you. 

So the thought will pass to your intellect  

 

INTELLECT :- Intellect is your director. Which will thing and direct your mind. 

Most of the time you are bye passing the intellect and doing things unconsciously  though mind . 
the mind is operating through your like, dislikes  and ignorance . so your intellect is to think and 
contemplate thoughts and passes to mind to do the work in right. 

 

To strength your intellect:- 

Every time ask 3 questions to you  

1) What i am doing ? 
2) What works ? 
3) What does not work ? 

When you take all the efforts and time from “what does not work ?” to “what does works?  “ then 
obviously  your  results will be grt . that what you want.  
The same decision will pass to your mind which will operate through your body. 
 
 
MIND :-  
 
IN EVERY MOMENTS OF TIME . you are always thinking about some think else expect your present 
work . that may be your past fear , worry ,and anxiety . when you get hold on your past memory’s    
and fear , results for your future then your mind never will be in state of present for the perfect 
actions. See you have only the right to actions and results are depends up on your actions. 
 
Your future is :- continuous  from past modified in present   



Now  you have only 1 desire to fulfil in present  by the time your mind will be on steady sate t 
perform the right action . you can use these formulas in every moments in your life like 
career,love, wealth , job etc .  
 
For a steady  mind trough 30 min every day for meditation it will shut your mind to focus on 
present moment. 
 
BODY :-  
 
Your body is the your outer personality . which we thinks this is my body and this is me . bcz your 
body is manifestation of your mind . when you have unhealthy body your mind will not work. You 
will fill anger , sadness and laziness.  At the same time due to your mind will not work properly . 
your actions will be depending p on your body and mind .  
 
When you have a grt and healthy & strength  body your mind feels strength and confidence to 
your actions  
 
For a strong body – go hit your self in gym. Challenge your self to the best . 
 
Invest your 1 or 2 hour to be ready your self for the to world  , meditate and fit you self . 
 
When you happy and  take control these 3 things . you will be a best driver of your life . and go to 
the world get what you  want !  
 
            by reading or seeing the video nothing is going to happen you have to work with these ideas 
in your everyday life .  
 
you are the hero and leader of your life . 
 
 
Thank you 
Ganesh Swain 
www.youtube.com/mrlfdy 
 MINDED SPIRIT           All right reserved   
 


